2011 gmc terrain battery

After being gone for 6 days, I went to start the Terrain. No battery life anywhere. No interior
lights, no start, no fob working, nothing. Jump started right-away and ran. Charging system was
good on AAA tester. Took it in to the dealer, and had a full scan done. Nothing wrong could be
found. Battery was low, and charged full. Battery tested good. No excessive draws when off,
only 4 ma. All cables tested good. No explanation on their part as to why. Nothing changed or
adjusted or corrected. No issues after two weeks. I had just driven the car on a round trip three
days before we left, so no excessive short drives. Anyone have this problem? Car has a 10
minute system disconnect if any lights left on. That is working. When started, all interior lights
checked and they were off. I had not turned off the radio, but it turns off when the door is open
and turns off after 5 minutes on it's own. John answered 5 years ago. It is still under the 1st year
warranty. The dealership offered to have it towed at their expense, but I told them I already had
called AAA to jump start it. Since I pay insurance for it, why not collect from AAA? As it was, it
started. The battery was tested, and even thought it is still under the new car warranty, I was
told it tested all cells good. They did a slow charge on it to full charge, and tested it again, but
no failure. I was told the machine they hook up to it is nicked named RD-2 as it runs and checks
every theatrical cable, device and equipment that can be tested. The mechanic also checked all
the cables for cut cables or lose connections and found everything to be good. We'll just have
to see if it happens again. I just wanted to know if anyone else had that happen. Very strange
indeed. I also understand where you were coming from, but my first call was to get the vehicle
started if I could. AAA did so I didn't have to worry about towing. I'd already spoke to the
service writer and he told me to use GM as a tow. By that time the vehicle was running. IF there
is a next time I'll do just that. Thanks for the heads up.. I purchased Terrain 3 wks. I'm not
driving it much because I'm driving my other car that I'm trying to sell. Anyways last night the
car won't start I can't believe this happened on a fairly new car I was asked if the car was
subjected to a lot of short drives, not giving a chance for the battery to fully charge back up. I
had driven it on a long drive a couple of days before leaving it set for a week. Ask if the
alternator is not strong enough to give it a fast strong charge? Now if the car is a used one, the
battery guarantee is only for one year after the initial purchase. If they try to tell you it is a
battery issue and try to sell you a new one, compare the 4 or 5 year battery guarantees with
what they want to sell you. Also insist they replace it since you just bought it and don't have
many miles on it. I had this problem in the middle of August, and even though the dealer did a
complete check of all the systems and battery, nothing was done. I have not had any
reoccurrence of the problem. Sometimes electronics are a head scratcher. The battery sure
should be charged when I get home for sure. Just returned a week ago from driving No issues
and the battery is fully charged. No electrical issues at all. I'm having a hard time finding a
clothes rod to fit in the rear seat area. The hangers in the car are made of weak plastic and give
after a few hours. Other that that and the four cylinder is gutless when trying to pass, no issues.
It needs a turbo diesel. Good power, great mileage. Jon answered 4 years ago. Exactly the same
problem here. Never had related issues. Obviously something draining the battery Micoe17
answered 4 years ago. My terrain will not start. It's ticking and is hard to get the key out. Is this
my battery? I've also had problems where the car dies when I put it into gear at first start. The
dealer says there's nothing wrong with that. Bradley answered 3 years ago. Had kinda the same
issue with our terrain. We were driving it for about hour and a half and stopped somewhere and
shut it off. We came back out about 10 mins later and it wouldn't start. Acted like a dead battery.
Got a jump and it stated right up. Took it to dealer and after about half a day of checking. The
only thing they could find wrong was positive battery connection was a little crooked but tight.
Had been arching and caused a bad connection. They cleaned it and it worked just fine. Year
later we're having the same issue. GuruJWCJ answered 3 years ago. I go into the grocery store
come out and dead. It has been happening randomly glad to see it's not just me. Has anyone
found a solution to this issue? John answered 3 years ago. As far as I know, nothing has been
posted as of yet. It may be a bad battery. If you have to replace it, I might suggest getting a top
grade battery that may have more staying power. Check all the connections to make sure you
are getting a full charge while the engine is running, and the alternator is putting out what it
should. GM has had issues and a recall on ignition switches, perhaps the problem may lie
there? If anyone knows, please post. I am going to jinks myself and say, since two years ago, I
have not had a repeat of a dead battery. Nothing was changed as far as I know at the dealership,
but it tested fine, everything was working as it should. Ok guys and gals, My wife and I were
gone to Europe for over three weeks time. I feared a dead battery again. I got into the car on the
28th day and it started right off. No issues, just dust from sitting so long. Don't know what the
dealer did two years ago, they claim nothing, but I haven't had any issues after the third time it
went in and had full diagnostics done. Anyone else have the same solutions? All of a sudden
after the dealer played with it, claiming nothing was adjusted or changed, no more issues? Let

us know, yea or nay. Guru51L26 answered 3 years ago. Hi, guys, I am the proud owner of the
Terrain and I have been having some issues with starting also, and it is confusing the shit out of
me, sometimes the car will sit for 8 hours and when I return it will not start. Then there are times
it will go for weeks without an issue. I believe there are some electronics on the car that do not
shut down after the vehicle is turned off is that possible? Guru51L26, Not to sound like a
smarts, which zI can be, but you're guess is as good as anyones. It is possible, and after three
complete tests done, I have not had an issue in quite some time. There are several messages on
here that state the same issue. For some reason, it appears to be an issue from to It is a
frustrating issue. I have not heard of other GMC or even Chevy having the same issue. If anyone
out there knows if it is, let us know. Guru52DWF answered 3 years ago. My wife has been
having the same issues. Car will work fine for a month then dead. Finally have to change battery
out because this has happen so many times. I was told there is a software glitch with the
bluetooth. If you are on the phone when you turn off the car the bluetooth remains active and
drains the battery. I can't verify this anywhere. I'm going to try new battery and see if that helps.
Guru52DWF, thanks for the insightful information. That may be the reason everyone is looking
for. I don't want to also kill my battery. Muzamil answered 2 years ago. Until three weeks back
the vehicle was running fine. One fine day I found complete battery drained out , I thought may
be I kept the headlights on because of which the battery got drained, I had jump start and it
started and we went around the city. The next day again I found the battery drained. I thought
now may be the battery I gone so asked the battery guru and they came replac s the battery with
a new one with 18months warranty. The next day again I found the vehicle not starting and
same problem the battery drained out. I now took the vehicle to dealer in dubai Nad Al Hammar
branch. They are not covering this under warranty and they are charging me as just diagnostic
and what ever the findings they will come across accordingly they will provide me a quote. This
is really unhappy to have a vehicle less than 5years old and maintained very well and still you
see such dead problems in the vehicle. GMC is not doing any thing realistic to over come such
issue. Plus the customer service is not satisfactory when they know the problem in their design
and mechanical system which is not up to the standard. A vehicle should not stop me unless it
has accident or any misuse or not at all maintained properly like no service. Please anyone who
can advise me or tip me with how to overcome this issue. Please mail me on mhayat gmail.
John answered 2 years ago. Muzamil, Sorry about your issue. Did you look at the entries
above? Yes GM is not addressing the issue. It is not a safety problem, so I guess they ignore it.
The problem may be in the radio system. One fellow said he used bluetooth and did not turn it
off before shutting off the Terrain. I had used bluetooth a while back, and if memory serves me
correct, that was when I had the issues. Mine was under factory warranty, and twice they did a 5
hour total exam of all items and a physical check. Never found anything. I have not used my
bluetooth in a long time and no problems. Perhaps the radio or bluetooth can be disconnected
and see it that is the cause. Perhaps just pulling the fuse would be a temp fix. I took a 10 day
vacation and did not drive my GMC. When I came home, it started right off. Still on the same
factory battery since Hi John, I never used bluetooth of my car. I dont think its a bluetooth
issue. When you say the problem mab be in the radio system? Thank you. The radio is hooked
into the bluetooth system is why I suggest the radio. Your car is 5 years old, and by todays
standards should be like a new car unless it was used for work or road racing. Make sure all the
positive wiring is clean and connected. The full diagnostic check done by GM does take
between 4 to 6 hours. It should be covered by the purchase warranty. Check with a lemon law
expert at your local department of consumer affairs. The only logical one is the bluetooth or
radio not shutting off when the car is shut off. Perhaps just turn off the radio before turning off
the car to seat that helps. If they are unable to fix it i will try the options you mentioned. But
John is it quite common to have such problems in American cars? See i believe if there is any
accident or if you have tampered it or did not maintained the vehicle then its okay to occur such
issues? Earlier i had maintained japanese cars but they never stopped! Muzmil, The cars with
the same issue mentioned on CarGurus have been well maintained, and not wrecked. It seems
to have been a common issue with the , , and cars only. No one with newer cars have written
any complaints. GM knows the answer, they are just not getting it out to the dealerships. It is
frustrating. Hi John, you were absolutely right, the problem is with the radio and they want to
replace it. Currently it is not available here in UAE and they need to order it from America.
Currently they have removed the fuse and will handover the vehicle to me to drive untill they get
a feedback from America. What do you suggest? Do you recommend to get it done out the
agency workshop as their charges are high. Please advise and thanks for all your input.
Muzamil, first if it's money issue, it may be less expensive to go to an independent garage for
the work. What the factory or dealership offers is expert workers to do the job correct the first
time and offer a small guarantee. It may cost more, If you have a garage that can do it, and can

even get the part at a discount, and you are comfortable with them, go for it. Your radio will
need to be re-programed with your computer and everything that attaches to it. I have found
some small garages can do much better work at less expense, but for the more complex jobs, a
bit more money is worth it if you don't want the hassle. Make sure the garage knows your car,
can tear it apart and put it back together. You're the first to confirm what we all have suspected,
it is the radio that is draining the system. I know it has a delay to continue running the radio
system when you turn off the car, perhaps it is the delay that is causing the problem and not
turning fully off. It also may be in the ignition switch not making the connection to turn off the
radio through the delay. A little follow up on the battery. I noticed I started this tread when my
car was one year old in I had been using the bluetooth system to listen to the music on my
I-phone. I don't do it very much but my satellite radio service was turned off because I didn't
renew. This drained battery happened twice and it was not the battery being bad. Memory tells
me I was using the blue tooth to listen to some of my favorite songs. I since resubscribed to the
satellite radio and don't use booth tooth. I have not had any issues since. GM should of known
this and done a fix. There are way more that have been on this tread that have had the issue I'm
sure, yet wither GM fixes it and doesn't say anything, or ignores it. GM if your reading this, let
us know if our fix is correct. I have a new Terrain- 4 months old, miles. Went to Hilton Head for 2
weeks, came back and the terrain would not start. It was in my garage during those 15 days. It
started immediately. Drove it for about 25 minutes and accidently shut it down when we stopped
at a store. It would not restart. Got someone to jump it but it would not start. Attached the
cables directly to the service truck and it still would not start dash readout was Called GMC
road service for a tow. Flat bed could not get behind it to pick it up. We couldn't get it out of
park and brake off. So we couldn't roll it into position to pick it up. Left the car in the store lot
we were ther 4 hours! During the night the tow company must have returned because the next
morning the car was found at the dealer! They it was the battery and they had seen this before.
No reason however. I will pick it up Monday morning and present them with this information. We
will see what they say. Richard answered 2 years ago. I have Terrain Denali. Only use it for short
trips most of the time. Started when jumped, but not until the brake was pressed 3 times and
then button pushed. Took it to the dealer who charged the battery for 2 hours. Battery tested
OK. Was told that GM is aware that they have a problem with batteries being drained and they
are working on a solution to the problem. When I took it in, I showed the Service Advisor the
Diagnostic Report and he stated that both issues would be checked. The invoice I received only
shows that the SDM was reprogramed. There was no mention of the battery problem. He said
the battery was OK. I only have miles on the GMC. Purchassed it in asa certified vehicle. Had the
vehicle for a year and the battery died. Cwilliams answered 2 years ago. I have a terrain SLT-2
bought it about 2 years ago and has about 90, miles on it. In August of I had the issues being
discussed above with the battery dying for no apparent reason. Similarly I had it tested with no
apparent issues. I continued to have issues with it for about a month so I went ahead and
purchased a brand new battery. Almost 1 year later to the day I walk outside and have the same
issue with the car not starting. Very frustrated. Daniel answered 2 years ago. About 15k miles on
new engine and catalytic converter. Two new alternators, 3 new batteries, and multiple other
issues. Windshield washer pump, heater blower fan, replaced both Yet we all have similar
issues with the same car. This will be my last american car. GuruBWT4W answered 2 years ago.
I have a GMC Terrain I am on my 4 th battery!!! GMC if you read this I am angry Thought it was
doing that! Shirl answered about a year ago. I have a new Terrain Denali only 76 miles. I have
parked the car in the garage because I am driving another car until we sell of of our vehicles off.
We went to start it today and deader than a door nail. I only had on star for a month and it
expired 2 days ago so I can't get help there. Call your dealer. If you have had it for only a month
it's under warranty. Make them come and replace the battery! I had this problem a year ago. But
fortunately haven't had it again. Carolyn answered about a year ago. I am curently having the
same issue--I've had the radio not com eon at all while driving, I've had the radio sound work,
but no screen, and now my Terrain is in the shop--had to be boosted twice yesterday. When I
got out of my car yesterday morning as it was dead, went inside to get my husband, came back
out and we heard the radio playingah, no key in the admission Since yesterday, I have been
manually turning the radio off before I shut off the car. Shouldn't have to do that in the year of
I've also had the oil consumption issues as wellGMC only paid a small portion of that 4, ordeal!
So you might want to watch your oil levels carefully. I have a Terrain Denali as well. Last
Wednesday, I drove it about miles out of town for work, and on my way back home, the
touchscreen went black. Couldn't control Bluetooth, radio, volume, front or back up cameras. I
made it home and about 5 minutes after parking in my driveway, 3 police vehicles pulled up at
my home asking me to identify myself. Apparently, the SOS feature was triggered. Called GMC
Support and they had me make an appointment to take my vehicle in to the dealer. On

Thursday, I drove to work without incident. When I came out to go home, car was dead! My
dealership is about an hour away from where I live, so had roadside assistance tow it home, and
my dealer towed it in to their shop the next morning. But could not lock or unlock the vehicle,
brake could not be pushed down. Nearly a week later, it's still in the shop. I think there's
definitely something weird going on with these vehicles, and I plan to stay on GM for answers. I
haven't had my Terrain a full calendar year yet October. GuruKP2SF answered about a year ago.
I have a Acadia, the same problem happened twice with 10 days apart. GMC service says the
battery is OK and no problem has been found each time. Very frustrating! GuruMZ answered 9
months ago. I bought a terrain a year and half ago. Only has miles on it. Went to start yesterday
and the battery was dead. Jump started fine and took it for an hour ride. Turned it off and it
would not start. It is a certified gmc purchase and the dealer told me I have 2 years. Let you
guys know what they say when I take it in next week. Thanks for all the information. Delton
answered 6 months ago. I put a new battery in myself in April of By October I was having
numerous issues again and had the battery replaced when I had an oil change done at a local
tire store. Worked fine until April or May, I was working from home and the car sat for 3 days.
Wouldn't start. Probably happened 1 or 2 more times since then up to last week. I've probably
jump started it 8 times in the last week. The battery is not even a year old and this is the 2nd one
I have put in in less than 2 years. Have a Terrain. In Our case, turning Off the Radio Manually, is
working. Try this, it has worked in Our Case and saved plenty of frustration. Guru95K1ZB
answered about a month ago. I have a Terrain Diesel, best vehicle I have ever owned bg far!!! I
am 60 and have owned at least I went to get into the car today and no fob, dead battery, 14 or so
engine codes due to system disconect. I charge and all seems good, except codes I am trying to
decide if I clear codes or tow in to GM. I have miles left on my 36k factory warranty. Every time I
shut my Terrain off the battery will be dead within 10 minutes I brought to mechanic they
couldn't find anything wrong with it. So now every time I shut it off I have to disconnect t
Nothing was left on. Dealer said it was all the onboard computer diagnostic checks that are
done randomly which is causing the drain. After a Drove 3 hours to a soccer tournament. Came
back to the the car to find that the car is dead after it sat in the parked for 7 hours. Could not get
it to kick over until a frie Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Dead battery. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new GMC Terrain question. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video
above shows you how to replace the battery in your GMC Terrain. We recommend changing the
battery in GMCs every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin
breaking down chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and
other negative effects before you have a dead battery in your Terrain that you need to replace.
Replacing the battery in your Terrain involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the
terminals, your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Terrains, you may need to
re-enter a security code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners
manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call
GMC and they will give you the code for free. In many GMCs, the transmission "learns" how you
drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as
your car re-learns your driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. On many cars, the high beam bulb
runs at reduced power during the day - check 'em and change 'em! Car companies often use the
same eng
emglo air compressor parts diagram
2011 ford explorer repair manual
2010 vw new beetle
ines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different
names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most
applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may
not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do
it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars.
Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is located and how to determine if

it needs to be changed. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant should perform well under any
condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out
fog light bulbs. Replace brights. See all videos for the GMC Terrain. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything

